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Abstract 
In this article, two-level implicit difference methods of O(k2+ h 4) using 19-spatial grid points for the solution of three 
space dimensional heat conduction equation and unsteady Navier-Stokes' equations in polar coordinates are proposed. 
Unconditionally stable ADI methods for the solution of the heat conduction equation i polar coordinates are also discussed. 
Numerical examples given here show that he methods eveloped here retain their order and accuracy everywhere including 
the region in the vicinity of the singularity r = 0. © 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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I. Introduction 
The numerical solution of the heat conduction equation and unsteady Navier-Stokes' equations in 
polar coordinates are of great importance in problems of heat transfer and viscous fluid flow. Un- 
steady Navier-Stokes' equations in polar coordinates often arise in the mathematical modelling used 
to solve problems in fluid dynamics involving turbulence. The current engineering requirement for 
computational fluid dynamics codes for realistic viscous flow problems have provided the impetus 
for the development and implementation f high-order difference methods. It has been repeatedly 
demonstrated on model problems, that even the simplest ypes of high-order methods hould pro- 
vide tremendous practical advantages in terms of diminishing the required number of points and 
also the overall computing time for a desired solution. Ciment et al. [1] have discussed high-order 
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operator compact implicit methods for parabolic equations. An O(k 2 + h 4) difference method for 
three space dimensional heat conduction equation in cylindrical polar coordinates was given by 
Iyengar and Manohar [3], Marshall and Spiegel [7] have integrated the Navier-Stokes' equations 
by means of an explicit operator. A second-order numerical method for integrating two-dimensional 
Navier-Stokes' equations for a viscous incompressible, laminar duct flow which is applicable for low 
Reynolds number only was discussed by Roscoe [10]. Ellison et al. [2] have presented a new low- 
order finite difference scheme for solving two space dimensional transient, incompressible unsteady 
Navier-Stokes' problems on a bounded simply-connected region. Jain et al. [4-6] and Mohanty 
and Jain [8] derived fourth-order difference methods for the system of two and three space di- 
mensional elliptic and parabolic equations and solved Navier-Stokes' equations in cartesian co- 
ordinates. Recently, Mohanty and Jain [9] have developed fourth-order difference methods for the 
system of three-dimensional elliptic equations with variable coefficients and solved three-dimensional 
Navier-Stokes' equations in cylindrical polar coordinates, in which the numerical results confirmed 
the order and accuracy even in the vicinity of the singularity r = 0 for high Reynolds 
number. 
For studying viscous fluid flow phenomena, one faces problems of solving three space dimensional 
unsteady Navier-Stokes' equations in polar coordinates. The numerical solutions of Navier-Stokes' 
equations in cartesian coordinates were already discussed. But little has been done for handling three 
space dimensional unsteady Navier-Stokes' equations in polar coordinates. The difficulties have been 
experienced in the past for the fourth-order numerical solution of three space dimensional unsteady 
Navier-Stokes' equations in polar coordinates. The solution usually deteriorate in the neighbourhood 
of the singularity r = 0. In this article, we propose a finite-difference method of O(k 2 + h 4) for a 
class of linear singular initial boundary value problem, where h > 0 and k > 0 are grid sizes in space 
and time directions, respectively. We refine our procedure in such a way that the solutions retain 
the order and accuracy even in the vicinity of the singularity. A further refinement allows us to 
obtain unconditionally stable alternating direction implicit (ADI) methods which are of O(k2+ h4). 
Such ADI methods require the solution of tridiagonai systems of equations parallel to coordinate 
axes, at each time step, independent of the order of the method. A separate difference quation 
of O(k 2 + h 4) iS given for r = 0. The same technique is then applied to obtain O(k 2 + h 4) two- 
level implicit difference method for the solution of three space dimensional unsteady Navier-Stokes' 
equations in cylindrical polar coordinates. It is mentioned here that no two-level difference methods 
of O(k 2 ÷ h 4) using 19-spatial grid points are known for solving three space dimensional unsteady 
Navier-Stokes' equations in polar coordinates. It is shown here that for a fixed ).=k/h 2, the proposed 
methods are of O(h 4) in space. 
2. Mathematical details of the methods 
Let us first consider a procedure to construct high-order difference schemes for the equation 
Uxx + B(x)uv~. + C(x, y)u:z = u, + D(x)ux + E(x, y)u,, + G(x, y,z, t). ( 1 ) 
As usual, let us assume that the solution domain (2 = {(x, y,z, t) ] 0 <x, y ,z  < 1, t > 0} is covered by a 
set of grid points with spacing h > 0 and k > 0 in space and time directions, respectively. The grid 
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points (x ,y ,z , t )  are given by x=x l  =lh ,  Y=Ym =mh,  z=z .  =nh,  t=t j= jk ;  l ,m,n=O(1)N + 1 and 
j = 0, 1 . . . . .  where N is a positive integer. Let the exact solution values of u, G, B, C, D and E at the 
grid point (xt, ym,z . , t ; ) - - ( l ,m,n , j )  are denoted by UJ i,m.., Gt ..... Bz, Cl, m, DI and El.m, respectively. 
Let u j be the approximate value of U j I,m,n I,m,n" 
The initial and boundary conditions are given by 
u(x, y,z,  O) = Uo(X, y ,z ) ,  
u(O, y , z , t )  = Go(y ,z , t ) ,  
u(x, O,z,t)  = Ho(x,z , t ) ,  
u(x, y, O, t) = Io(x, y, t), 
(2a) 
u( 1, y,z,  t) = Gl (y ,z ,  t), (2b) 
u(x, 1,z, t) = Hl (x ,z ,  t), (2c) 
u(x, y, 1, t) = 11 (x, y, t). (2d) 
Now, we simply follow the approaches given by Mohanty and Jain [8]. We start with the following 
approximations: 
For a, b, c = 0, 4-1, let 
k 
~J = tJ + ~, (3a) 
-J CU j+l uJl.m,n)/2, (3b) bll, m n ~- \ l,m,n ~- 
- j  = (//f+ l j 
U,l+a.m+h.°+c +o.,.+~..+~. - Ul+a,m+b,.+c)/k,  (3C) 
- j  - j  - .  
bl~:l,m+b,n+c = (b l l+ l ,m+b,n+ c - -  UJl_l,m+b,n+c)/(2h ), (3d) 
- j  - j  - j  
u,t+a.,. +c = (Ul+a.m+l.n+c -- Ul+a,m-l,.+c)/(2h )' (3e) 
_ j  • _ j  - j  
IAxl_t_l,m, n ---- (-t-3tT/±l.,~,. q= 4ul,,.,. ± Ut+l,m. . ) / (2h  ), (3f) 
-/ -- (q-3tT/,m±t,n T 4ff~,m,. + ~7{,.:F,..)/(2h), (38) bl yl, m± l, n -  
- j  - j  - j  
- -  2U l ,  m+b, n Igxxl.m+b.n = ( l ' l l+ l ,m+b,n ~- f f / -1 ,m+b,n  )/( h2 ), (3h)  
-J -; -J if{+ . . . .  1..)/(h2), (3i) bl vvl+a,m~ n z ( lg l+a,m+l ,  n - -  2 l l l+a,m,  n -~- 
- J  - /  - J  - J  2 
- -  2bl l+a.m+b, nu=t+~, m+b.. = (Uz+a,,.+b,.+ I + Ut+~, re+b,.- 1 )/(h ), (3j) 
- j  
Gl+a,m+b.n+ c = G(xl+a, Ym+b,Zn+c,  t j ) .  (3k) 
Let us denote 
~P+qS(X l ,  Ym) 
Spa = (~x)P(Oy)q  , S = B, C ,D  and E. (4) 
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Now, using the approximations (3.a)-(3.b),  notation (4) and the method developed by Mohanty 
and Jain [8], we may obtain a difference scheme of O(k2+ h 4) for solving Eq. (1) as 
662x + pl ~2 + p262z + 2p362y#x6x + 2p462px6x + 2ps6z~y~y 
2 2 2 2 2 21 -j -{- p6~Sx~Sy q- P76y6 z -'}- psbzb x Igl, m,n 
J 
h2 [6(fftJ/. m. n -J -J G{m =--  .q- OlUxl, m,n ~- El, mUyl, m, n q- n) 2 [ " " 
+(1 hq~ -J -J -J - J - -  )(Utl+l.m.n -[-Dl+lUxl+l.m.n + El+l.mUyl+l.m.n -[- Gl+l.m.n) 
+( l+hq~ -J -J -J -Y )(Utl--1 . . . .  "~- DI-1Hxl-l.m.n Av El-I.mUvl-1 m.n -[- al- I .m.n) 
+(1 hq2)(u{;,m+l,. -J -J -J __ -[-DlUxl.m+l.n q-El.m+lUyl.m+l, n -[- Gl.m+l.n) 
+ ( 1 + hq2 -j -J -J G~ m-,,, ) )(Utt .m_l ,  n - [ -D;u~; .m_l .  . + El, m_lUyl,  m_l, n -l- 
-l- UJ, m,n+l -J -J - J  q- DlUxl.m.n+l + EI.mUyl.m.n+l -[- Gl.m.n+ 1
-j - j  GJ q- ffJ q- OlUxl.m.n-1 q- El.mUvl . . . . .  1 ~- l.m.,-I tl, m,n--I 
- j  - j  - j  - j  
hqlCoo(U=;+,.m,. U=l-l,m.,) -- Uyvl_l,m,n ) AV + hqlBoo(Uyyl+l.m.n
+ hq2(~tJxxl.m+l.n -- ffJ l .m-l.n) -~- hq2Coo(ffJzzl.m+l.n - ffJzzl.m--l.n) 
2 - j  2 - j  ] + h q3Uyy;,m, . + h q4Uzzt, m, nj , 
where 
h 2 h 2 
Pl = 6B0o + -~-B20, P2 = 6C00 -~- ~-(C20 -~ C02), 
P3 = hB,o/2, P4 = hC,o/2, P5 = hCo,/2, P6 ----- (1 + Boo)/2, 
P7 = (Boo + Coo)/2, P8 = (1 + Coo)/2, ql = Doo/2, 
q2 = Eoo/(2Boo), q3 = DooBlo, q4 = DooClo + 2q2Col 
and 
(5) 
(6) 
/~xu; = (u;+, + u;_ , ) /2 and ~xu; = (u;+½ - u l_ , )  
are average and central difference operators with respect to x-direction etc. However, the method (5) 
fails when the solutions are to be determined at l = 1 and m = 1 if D and E contains the singularities 
at x = 0 and y = 0. We overcome this difficulty by modifying the method (5) in such a way that 
the solutions retain the order and accuracy even in the vicinity of  the singularities x = 0 and y = 0. 
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Let us use the following approximations: 
h 2 
Dt+l = Doo ± hDlo + ~-D2o + O(±h 3 q" h4), 
h 2 
El±l,m = Eoo ± hElo + -~E2o + O(±h 3 -4- h4), 
h 2 
E:.m+l = Eoo ± hEot + "~Eo2 4- O(+h 3 --b h4), 
- j  h 2 
G:--l .... = Gooo -4- hGloo + -~-G2oo q- O('+-kh q- h 3 4- h4), 
_j h 2 
Gl, m+kn = Gooo 4- hGmo + -~Go2o + O(4-kh ± h 3 q- ha), 
_j h 2 
Gl, m,n± I = Gooo 4- hGom + ~-G002 + O(±kh 4- h 3 q- h4), 
(7a) 
(7b) 
(7c) 
(7d) 
(7e) 
(7~ 
where 
Jpqr = t~P+q+rJ(xl, Ym,gn,-{j)/[(Cqxl)P(~Y,n)q(t~zn)r], J = G,H, I .  
Substituting the approximations (7a) - (7f )  into (5), neglecting high-order terms and using (3b), we 
obtain a new difference scheme of O(k 2 + h 4) for solving the equation (1) as 
L j+l 2h [ 2 2 2 [L1][ 2][Z3]Ul, m, n = [N1][N2][N3]u~m,. + -~ BloO yPx6x + C, o6z#xC~x + Col6~py6y 
[.. 
hEio#xCSxp:,6v] u j k - . , ,m, . -  1 - -~- '~G- - - - [R . ] ,  (8) 
where 
h 2 h 2 
Plo = -~-(2Dlo - 2qlDoo), PlJ = ~-(q3 q- 2Eol - 2q2Eoo), 
h 
P13 = ~[12Doo + hZ(D2o - 2qlDlo)], 
h 
Pl4 = ~[12Eoo + h2(g2o q-go2 - 2qlElo -- 2q2Em )], 
LI = 1 + ~2(1 - 62 + )oPlo)62 - l (hql  -- 2p,3)(2#x6x), 
2 L2 = 1 ÷ ~(1 - 2pl +/op, i )6y - ~(hq2 - )~p,4)(Z#yt~y), 
L3 = 1 -b ~2(1 -- ,~P2 4- )~p,2)~, 
N~ = 1 + l (1  + 62 - 2p,o)6x 2 - l (hql  + 2p,3)(2#x6x), 
N2 = 1 + ~2(1 + 2p. - 2p,1)6~,-  ~(hq2 + 2p,4)(2#y6y), 
N3 = 1 + ~2(1 + 2p2 - 2pt2)6~, 
Z G = 12Gooo + hZ(G2oo + Go2o + Goo2 - 2qiGloo -- 2qzGmo). 
h 2 
P12 ~ -~-q4, 
(9) 
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The additional terms are of high orders and do not affect the accuracy of the scheme but enables 
a factorization of the operators on the left-hand side of (8). Using the Von-Newman method, the 
amplification factor ¢ of (8) can be written as 
2h 
6dld2d3 
hElo sin/3h sin ?h + 2i{Bl0 sin/~h(cos ?h - 1 ) 
+Cl0 sin/~h(cos ffh - 1 ) + Col sin ?h(cos ~h - 1 )}], (1o) 
where i is an imaginary quantity and 
nl 
dl 
1 + ~(1 + 62-2p ,o ) (COsf lh -  1 ) -  ~i(hq, + 2p~3)sinflh 
1 + -~(1 - 62 + 2p~o)(COs[3h - 1) - l i (hq l  - 2p~3)sinf lh'  
n2 
d2 
1 + ~(1 + 2pl - )~p~,)(cos?h - 1) - ~i(hq2 + 2p,4) sin ?h 
1 + l(1 - 2p, + 2p~,)(cos?h - 1) - l i(hq2 - 2p~4)sinTh' 
~3-  /13 
d3 
1 + ~(1 +2p2 - 2p,2)(cosOh - 1) 
1 + ~(1 -- 2p2 +2Pl2) (cos~h-  1)' 
For stability we require that ]~j] ~ 1, j = 1,2 and 3. In order to facilitate the computation we may 
write the scheme in three-step split form as 
L3JUt.ml . = [Ru], (1 la) 
- 1 *j+l **j+l (1 lb )  L2 Jb lLm,  n ~ Ul, m, n , 
[Ljluj+t , j+l (1 lc) J l, rn,n z 1Al,m,n. 
Let us note the following: The left-hand side of (11 ) are factorizations into z, y and x differ- 
ences which allows us to solve (11 ) by sweeping first in the z-, second in the y- and then in x- 
*i+l direction. It will be seen that these sweeps require only the solution of tridiagonal systems. Ut.m. . and 
:¢*j+l Ul.m. . are intermediate values and the intermediate boundary conditions require for sweeping are 
obtained from ( l lb )  and ( l lc) .  
Consider now, the three space dimensional problem 
1 cosec  2 0 2 cot 0 
Urr + ~Uoo-k r2 U¢4~ +-Ur  + ~ ut + G(r,O, ffg, t). (12) 
The above equation represents hree space dimensional heat equation in spherical polar coordinates. 
Replacing the variables x, y , z  by r, 0, qS, respectively, and setting B= 1/r 2, C=cosec 20/r 2, D= -2 / r ,  
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E =-cot  O/r 2 in (8), we get the ADI method (11), where 
1 -2  6 -2  
Boo--(r1) 2, Blo-- (r/) 3, B2o-- (rt) 4, Doo----,rl 
Dlo ---- 2Boo, D2o = 2B1o, Foo -- cot (Ore), Coo = Boo cosec 2(Ore), 
Clo -- CooDoo, Col = -2CooFoo, C2o = 6BooCoo, 
Co2 -- Coo[2 cosec 2(0m) + 4(Foo)2], Eoo = -BooFoo, 
Elo  = -O loFoo  , Eol = Coo , E20 = -B20Foo  , Eo2 = Col 
and other coefficients associated with (11 ) are listed in (6) and (9). 
Again consider the three space dimensional problem 
1 1 
Urr + ~Uo0 + Uzz + --Urr = Ut + G(r,O,z,t). (13) 
Above equation is a three space dimensional heat equation in cylindrical polar coordinates. 
Replacing the variables x ,y  by r,O, respectively and setting B - -  1/r 2, C = 1, D = - l / r ,  E ~ 0 
in (8), we get the ADI method (11), where Boo = 1/(rl) 2, Blo - - -2 / ( r t )  3, B2o----6/(rl) 4, Doo-- 
- l / r / ,  DIo=Boo, D2o=Blo, Coo= 1.0, C1o=Col •C2o=Co2=Eoo=Elo=Eol=E2o=Eo2 =0 and the 
other coefficients associated with (11) are given by (6) and (9). With these coefficients, it is easy 
to verify from (10) that [~/I ~< 1, j = 1,2 and 3. Hence, the scheme (11) for (13) is unconditionally 
stable. 
Similarly, for the three space problem 
~Z 
ur~ + uoo + u= + -ur = ut + G(r,O,z,t). (14) 
E 
We have the ADI method (11) with B -- C = 1.0, D -- - s / r ,  E = O, ~ being a constant and the 
variables x, y are replaced by r, z, respectively. The coefficients are given by Boo -- Coo = 1.0, Doo -- 
-ct/rl, Dlo = ~/(rt)2, D2o -- -2~/(rl)3, Blo =Bzo ---- Clo = Col = 6"2o ---- Co2 =Eoo --Elo =Eol --E2o --Eo2 = 0 
and the other coefficients are listed in (6) and (9). With these coefficients from (10) we can verify 
that I(j[ ~< 1, j = 1,2 and 3. Hence, the ADI method (11) for (14) is again unconditionally stable. 
Note that, the left-hand-side matrices represented by (11) for solving the differential equations 
(12)-(14) are tridiagonal and are free from the terms 1/(l ± 1), 1/(m ± 1) and 1/(n ± 1), thus very 
easily solved for l ,m,n - -  I(1)N in the region f2 and no fictitious points are required to calculate 
the intermediate boundary conditions. 
Now, let us consider the three space dimensional unsteady Navier-Stokes' model equations for 
viscous incompressible flow in cylindrical polar coordinates 
[ 1 1 ' V Ur r~- - -Ur -~ (uoo-u -2vo)+u= ----ut+UUr+-(vuo-v2)-+-WUz±G(r,O,z,t), (15a) 
F F 
l ' v Vr~+--V~+ (Voo--V+2Uo)+V= =v,+uv~+-(vvo+uv)+wv~+H(r ,O ,z , t ) ,  (15b) F F 
[ ' ] 1 
v w~ + -w~ + =woo + w= = wt + uw~ + -VWo + wwz + I(r,O,z,t) (15c) 
F F 
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subject to appropriate initial and boundary conditions of the type (2), where Re = v-’ > 0 being a 
constant and represents Reynolds number. 
Using same approaches, a difference scheme of 0(k2 + h4) for (15) may be written as 
6 3 
L,=m+14h2’ L2=$ L,=i(l+&J 
and 
l _j 
+ rlfl [ vl*l,m,n~~,*,,m,n + ~:*l , ~:*,,m,n - vfi~,*,,m.n 1 
(16b) 
(16~) 
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.~( 1 )j .=.( 2)j .=(3)j .=(1 )j ,,~(2)j 1=,(3).]' 
Similarly, we can evaluate ~i,m±~,n, ~i,m±l,., /~i,m±l,., ~;,m,.±l, /~t,m,.±~, t~l,m,.±l and 
47 
=j _j 1 _j h [. =(l)j - ( l ) j  
Url 'm'n=Url 'm'n 3hl  3u°°t'm'" 12v L (/'i+l,=,', - Ft-l '='") 
Y _j - j  - j  - j  ] 
- -  Y(Uzzl+l,m, n Uzzl--l,m,n) Uool_l ,m,n) --  lZh 2 (Uo01+I, m,n 
--j - j  
UOi,m,n = UOLm, n --  _ _  
12h 3 [. =.(1 )j .=,( 1)j . 
~y (l~'l,m+l, n --  l~l.m_l.n) 
- j  - j  - j  
--Y(Urrl,  m+l, n - -  Urrl, m_ l ,n )  - -  Y(Uzzl, m+l, n -, ,] - -  Uzzl, m_l ,  n 
Y - j  - j  - j  - j  ] 
-12h2(Voot+j,m, ~ - Voot_l,m,n) -- V(Vzzl+l,m, ~ -- V=l_ l ,m,.)  , 
=j _j Fh 3 ' -(2)j ~(2)j x 
UOl,m.n = UOi, m,n 12Y (F/,m+l,n - -  l~),m_l,n) 
- j  - j  - j  - j  ] 
--Y(Urrl, m+l,n ) __  __ Y(1)zzl, m+l, n 1)rrl, m-  l,n ) - -  Dzzl, m-  1,n 
=j _j h [. ~,(2 )j ~,(2)j . 
Vzl, m.n ~- l)zl,m,n ~y (P  I . . . .  +1 --  P l, m,n -1)  
-J  - J  Y -J  1 --  y(  V rrl,m,n+ l -J 
- -  l)rrl, m,n--1) - -  ~(VO0I  . . . .  +1 - -  VOOI,m,n--I ) , 
: j  _ _j 1 .l~j h [. ~-.(3)j ~(3)j . 
Wrl, m,n - -  Wrl, m,n --  3hl ~ ool . . . .  - 12---v - P) - l ,m,n)  
Y _ j  _ j  _ j  _ j  ] 
__  __ V(Wzzl+l,m, n Wzzl-- l ,m,n) 12h 2 (woot+l, m, n WOOl-I, m, n ) - -  ' 
12h 3 I..~(3)j . .~(3 ) j  x 
=J - -  -S --  - -  (l~l,m+l,n - -  /'*i,m--l,n) WOl'm'n - -  WOl'm'n 12v 
- j  - j  - j  - j  ] 
- -Y(Wrr l ,m+l,n ) - -  Wrr l ,m_l ,n)  - -  Y(Wzzl, m+l,n Wzzl,m--l,n
=, _j h I. =.0)j .=0)J 
U"l"m'~ = Uzt'm'~ 12V (t'i'm'"< -- rl'm'"-I ) 
- j  - j  Y - j  ] 
- -  UoOI ,m,n_  I ) --Y(Urrl,m,n+l - -  Urrl . . . .  - I  ) - -  l-~h2(uOol, m,n+l - J  
=j _j 1 _j h If ~,(2)j ~(2)j ., 
--  _ _  --  l~i_l ,m,n) VrZ . . . .  = Vrl'm'" 3hP VOOl, m,n 12v [~" t+l,m,n 
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~j _ _j h [-(3)j g.(3)j 
zt,m,.--Wzl, m.. 12V (F~ .... +n --" Z.m,. I) 
L 
_ j  _ j  I; ~ j  _ j  ] 
--Y(Wrrl,m,n+l -- Wrrl, m,n-l)  -- l~h2h2( OOl, m,n+l -WoOI, m,n-1) , 
.] 
,m..--  ,,,m.. + U, . . . .  Url,m,~ + ~ Vl . . . .  UOI, m.. -- (Vl . . . .  ) -- VUrl . . . .  
- j  =j Y - j  =j - j 
+ WZ, m,.U=Z,m.. + ~(U l ,  m.. + 2VOZ .... ) + Gt ..... 
/~/( 2)j ~j _j _-j 1 [_j =j _j _j =j 
.... n = tl . . . .  -- Ul, m, nUrl . . . .  ± ~ Ul, m, nVOl, m,n ± lll, m,nUl, m,n -- VUrl, m,n 
- j =j V _j =j - j 
- 2U0i, m,. ) HI, re, n, + Wt.m..V~l,m,. + ~h~(Vl,~,. + 
,m,n - -  tl, m,n -~- Ul, m, nWrl . . . .  ± -~ 1)l,m, nWOl, m,n - -  YWrl, m,n - -  e l  . . . . . .  l,m,n ~- 1 . . . .  
and in which we use the following approximations: 
1 1 h h 2 
- -  :[: + + O(± h 3 q- h4), 
r,+~ r, ~ (~z) 3 
l 1 2h 3h z 
( r l± , )  2 = (rl) 2 T ~ + ~ -4- O( ih  3 + h4), 
h 2 
- J  Gl±l .... -- Gooo + hGloo + ~-G200 + 0(-4- kh ± h 3 + h4), 
h 2 -] 
Gl.m+l.. = Gooo ± hGoJo + ~-Go2o + O(q'- kh ± h 3 + h4), 
h 2 
GiJm,.+l = Gooo -4- hGool + -2- Goo2 -r-O(±kh + h 3 + h4), 
h 2 -] 
Hl+z,m,. = 14ooo ± hHloo + -~H200 + 0(± kh ± h 3 + ha), 
h z 
-J =Hooo±hHolo + ~Ho20 + O(±kh ih  3 +h4), Hl, m+l,n 
h 2 
-J =Hooo±hHool +~Hoo2+O(- t -kh+h3 +h4),  gl ,  m,n+l 
h 2 
I/+j,,~,. = I000 + hlloo + ~I200 + 0(± kh -4- h 3 + h4), 
h 2 
[tim+l.. = I000 + hlo,o + -~I020 + 0(± kh ± h 3 + h4), 
h 2 
[:1,m,.±1 =looo±hlool + ~-I002 ± O(±kh :jzh3 +h4)  • 
(17a) 
(17b) 
(17c) 
(17d) 
(17e) 
(17~ 
(17g) 
(17h) 
(17i) 
(1~) 
(17k) 
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In a similar manner, we can write a two-level implicit scheme of O(k2+ h 4) using 19-spatial grid 
points for three space dimensional unsteady Navier-Stokes' equations in spherical polar coordinates. 
Note that, the scheme (16) along with the approximations (17) is of O(k 2 + h 4) and free from the 
terms 1/(l + 1 ), 1/(m + 1 ) and 1/(n + 1), hence very easily solved for l, m, n = I(1)N in the region ~2. 
If r = 0 is a part of the boundary and the solution at r = 0 is also to be determined then we need 
a difference quation valid at r=0.  We illustrated the procedure for the Eq. (14). Let at r=0,  we 
have ur =0,  then Eq. (14) becomes 
(1 + ~)u~ + Uoo + u= =ut + G(O,O,z,t). 
A suitable O(k2+ h 4) approximation is 
[L4][LsI[L6]ug?mt,, = [N4][NsI[N6]uJm,n 
k 
12 
where 
L6~--1 - [ - / (1  - 62)c5~,  
N5 = 1 + ~(1 + 6Z)fg, 
A split form is 
L61Uo, m'n ~-[Su], 
-- -, ~j+l ~¢~/+1 
L5]Uo, m, n z Uo, m,n , 
L 1. j+l */+l 4.lU0,m,n z Uo'm,n, 
(18) 
12G0,,... + h2(Grro, m,n + Gooo.m,n q- Gzzo.m,n) 1 - [Su], (19) 
L4 ~- l + ~[1 - 62(1 + ~)]62, L5 = 1 + ~(1 - 6)o)6~, 
N4 = 1 + ~[1 + 62(1 + ~)]fi~, 
N6 --- 1 + ~(1 + 6;a6~. 
(20a) 
(20b) 
(20c) 
**j+~ **/+1 and */+~ where in (19) we are to use the condition Ur=0 at r=0.  This implies u_ 1 . . . .  =Ul,m,n bl-l,m,n ~-  
* j+ t ul,m, ,. Note that, Eqs. ( l lb )  and (20b) are same and ( l l c )  and (20c) are same valid along lines 
parallel to 0 and r-axis, respectively. The intermediate boundary conditions are obtained from (20b) 
and (20c). 
In all above ADI methods, the integration is first carried along lines parallel to the ~b-axis or 
z-axis, then along 0-axis and then along r-axis. These methods produce tridiagonal systems for 
solution along lines parallel to the axis. They are all two-level formulas so that no extra starting 
values are required and these methods are unconditionally stable so that large step length along the 
t-direction may be used. These methods are also of O(k2+ h4). For a fixed )~-k/h 2, all the above 
methods behave like fourth-order methods. 
3. Computational implementation 
In this section, we have compared the numerical solution of (12)-(15) with exact solutions on 
the specified region f2. The initial, Dirichlet boundary conditions and right-hand-side functions may 
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Table 1 
Example 1. The RMS errors 
h Example l(a) Example l(b) Example l(c) 
~=1 c~=2 
t 0.1013(-04) 0.7905(-03) 0.5381(-03) 0.7385(-03) 
J 0.6553(-06) 0.5875(-04) 0.2932(-04) 0.4079(-04) 8 
± 0.4136(-07) 0.3303(-05) 0.1699(-05) 0.2363(-05) 16 
± 0.2987(-08) 0.2560(-06) 0.1029(-06) 0.1422(-06) 32 
Table 2 
Example 2. The RMS errors 
h Re---~ 10 20 25 40 50 
1 
u 0.2488(-03) 0.3954(-03) 0.4563(-03) 0.5478(-03) 0.5764(-03) 
~ v 0.6603(-04) 0.7082(-04) 0.7493(-04) 0.1273(-03) 0.1827(-03) 
w 0.9403(-04) 0.1268(-03) 0.1424(-03) 0.2145(-03) 0.2727(-03) 
u 0.1083(-04) 0.2129( -04 ) 0.3232(-04) 0.4623( -04 ) 0.4986(-04) 
I v 0.5129(-05) 0.5832(-05) 0.6318(-05) 0.9020(-05) 0.1012(-04) 
w 0.6618(-05) 0.8619(-05) 0.8921(-05) 0.1156(-04) 0.1261(-04) 
be obtained using the exact solutions. The linear equations have been solved using the ADI method 
whereas the system of nonlinear equations have been solved using the Newton-Raphson method. 
All computations were carried out using double precision arithmetic at the computer service centre, 
University of Delhi. 
Example 1. The problems are to solve (12) and (13) using the scheme (11 ) with the exact so- 
lutions (a) u=e-4tr2dpcosO and (b) u=e-2tr2cos(rcO)cos(nz), respectively. (c) The problem is 
to solve (14) using the scheme (11) by the help of the scheme (19) with the exact solution 
u z e -t cosh r cosh 0 coshz, where ur- -0 at r - -0  and all other conditions are provided from the 
exact solutions. 
The root-mean-square (RMS) errors are tabulated in Table 1 at t = 1.0 for a fixed 2 = 1.6. 
Example 2. The problem is to solve (15) using the difference scheme (16) along with approxima- 
tions (17) with exact solutions u = e-t r  3 sin 0 cos z, v ---- e-tr 3 cos 0 COS z and w = -3e- t r  2 sin 0 sin z. 
The RMS errors are tabulated in Table 2 at t = 0.5 for various values of Re for a fixed 2 = 1.6. 
4. Concluding remarks 
In this article, we have proposed two-level implicit difference scheme of O(k2+h 4) using 19-spatial 
grid points for solving the three space dimensional heat conduction and unsteady Navier-Stokes' 
equations for viscous, incompressible flow in polar coordinates. We have also been shown that the 
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proposed ADI schemes are unconditionally stable. These methods give accurate results everywhere 
including the region in the vicinity of r----0. A special treatment is required if r - -0  is a part of 
the boundary and the solution is to be determined at r=0.  This is illustrated for Eq. (14) in the 
r-O-z space. The solutions remain accurate at all points on r = 0 and the order is preserved. From 
the numerical results, we found that the proposed ifference methods are of O(h 4) for a fixed 2 and 
very near to accurate one. During computation we found that the linear scheme takes reasonably less 
computer time, whereas the system of nonlinear schemes take large computer time to achieve fourth- 
order accuracy of the solution. In the case of nonlinear equations for h - -~ and ~2, it is required 
to solve simultaneously three system of large band width (19-diagonal) matrices of order 153 x 153 
and 313 x 313 at each time level. So in order to avoid a large computer time, we have restricted to 
1 and ~ for the Eq. (15) only. Further, during computation we found that the proposed system h=~
of non-linear difference schemes (16) for Navier-Stokes equations (15) are unstable for Re>50, 
whereas for steady-state case (where uJ+l= uJ = u), the schemes are even stable for Re = l02, 10 4, 
etc., i.e. for high Reynolds numbers (see [9]). 
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